Morgan Challenge Annual Dinner and Awards at the Elvetham Hotel
aka the Annual Aero Drivers nosh-up and pot picking bonanza, 25th November
An account of events by Ace Photographer and Journalist Bob Bull
Once a year or annually if you prefer, the great and glitterati of the Morgan Aero Challenge Series gather at some posh
venue to celebrate the end of their season, and to drink to excess and hand out assorted silverware to deserving causes.
For 2017 the task of finding a suitable hotel and organising a lavish dinner fell to Richard Thorne, thus one Saturday
evening folk made their way to a remote establishment that rejoiced in the title, Elvetham Hall, located somewhere in
Berkshire (I think).
Before getting down to the serious business of enjoying themselves the drivers met in secret conclave to thrash out
any changes thought necessary to make the series even more arcane than at present. Apparently the existing Class
structure is insufficiently complex, and it was decided to add two further letters to the list. Your scribe being a mere
‘Media Type’ failed to grasp the detail, however, the letter ‘J’ was mentioned plus some other random selection from
the alphabet. No doubt clarity will be provided in the fullness of time.
Naturally being Morgan drivers, following the meeting the bar became the focus of attention and copious amounts of
spirituous liquid were consumed, before heading up to their quarters to don tuxedos and collect any ladies lying round.

Now having wrestled with the complexity of ‘Class’ divisions over many years, I had looked forward to a nice simple
evening meal seated with nice people, however, I soon discovered that nothing in this world is simple, where to sit I
wondered? A program listing ten ‘Tables’ awaited the eager diner who must then hunt through the list of entrants to
establish exactly where in the pecking order one sat. Table 9 included a whole family of Sumners, a clutch of
Laidlaws and one Bob Bull. Well at least I was not tucked into a darkened corner at the back of the room like table 10,
and there was cause to wonder what they had done to deserve such a fate – they seemed like a nice bunch of people.
In order to justify my prescence at this glorious function I had provided a couple of picture puzzles for each table to
mull over, and so avoid the nessecity of talking to their neighbour, and I was delighted to note that the naturally
competetive spirit of Morgan drivers came to the fore. At each table pens were weilded, and frantic efforts made to
identify circuits and particular drivers from the skilfully arranged images. Relief!

Before pigging out on a variety of dishes and endless bottles of wine Andrew Thompson showed his usual video of
images from the season including both action from the track and a number of amusing ‘candid paddock shots; an
excellent start to proceedings. Such a clever chap is Andrew.
Once everything edible had been polished off the main event took place with the presentation of awards. I came as no
surprise that this section of the evening ran well into the night with so many trophies to hand out. Katy did her usual
job of compere with aplomb aided by the ever smiling Mark Evans, who looked in danger of overheating from his
efforts.

Prominent among the recipients of silverware, and bottles of cheap plonk were Chairman Ahlers, and Dominic House,
both of whom seemed to be constantly wandering off clutching one or both.

With a sigh of relief from myself the evening was declared over, bed at last I thought! But no! Silly me the bar was
still open and we all repaired there to continue our ‘enjoyment’. There I was kindly treated to a St.Clements by the
admirable Peter Chapman, who with Michelle had come along to keep an eye on the MSCC’s reputation.
Oops! Almost forgot.

Elliott Paterson receives the Peter Collins tray from Simon Orebi Gann and
Chas Windridge.

... and so to bed!

